Graphic Novels
A Game of Thrones: The Graphic Novel by George R.R. Martin (GN MARTIN, G. V. 1)
500 Essential Graphic Novels: The Ultimate Guide by Gene Kannenberg (741.5 KAN)
Including more than 350 authors and 400 artists, this lush volume contains an essential mix
of some of the finest visually-stunning stories of our time. From politically-charged nonfiction sagas to imaginative fantasy tales, this ultimate guide has something to satisfy
everyone's taste.

Garfield Slurps and Burps by Jim Davis (COMICS GARFIELD)
V for Vendetta by Alan Moore (GN MOORE, A.)
Crowded. Volume 1, Soft Apocalypse by Christopher Sebela (GN SEBELA, C.)
Ten minutes in the future, the world runs on an economy of job shares and apps, while
crowdfunding has evolved into Reapr: a platform for assassination that's trickled down from
politicians, celebrities and CEOs to everyday life and all its petty resentments. A world
where anyone with enough backers and the money they contribute can kill anyone else

Amazons, abolitionists, and activists: a graphic
history of women's fight for their rights by Mikki

Shuri. 1, The search for Black Panther by

Kendall (GN 305.4 KEN)

Nnedi Okorafor (GN OKORAFOR, N.)

While suffrage has been a critical win for women's liberation
around the world, the struggle for women's rights has been
ongoing for thousands of years, across many cultures, and
encompassing an enormous variety of issues. Amazons,
Abolitionists, and Activists is a fun, fascinating, and full-color
exploration of that important history, tracing its roots from
antiquity to show how 21st-century feminism developed.

John Wick. Volume 1, Book of rules by Greg Pak
(GN PAK, G.)

Firefly. The unification war. Part One by
Greg Pak (GN PAK, G.)
Captain Malcolm Reynolds thought he could
outrun his past, but when a simple heist goes
wrong, he's forced to confront it. With the
fabled Traitor of Serenity Valley in his sights,
Mal's quest for revenge will put him at odds
with his own crew, forcing him to make a
choice: fix the past or fight for the future

Let's make ramen!: a comic book cookbook by

Hawking by Jim Ottaviani (GN BIOG HAWKING,

Hugh Amano (GN 641.82 AMA)

S.)

Infinity wars by Gary Duggan (GN DUGGAN, G.)

Middlewest. Book 1 by Skottie Young (GN

Spider-Man. Life story by Chip Zdarsky (GN

YOUNG, S.)

ZDARSKY, C.)

The lands between the coasts are vast, slow to
change,and full of hidden magics. The town of
Farmington has been destroyed sending an
unwitting adventurer and his vulpine
companion in search of answers to quell
acoming storm that speaks his name.

